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ABSTRACT
This paper apply the framework Christopher Price 20081 and HSBC Money Laundering Risk Procedures 20162; with the
purpose of estimating the risk contribution for each individual customer in Vietnamese banking system, mainly through the
information from the survey in South East region in Vietnam in general and Ho Chi Minh city in specific. Based on the collected
data from the survey, the Money Laundering Risk Score (MLRS) is calculated for each customer who is using the services and
products of Vietnamese commercial banks by the enhanced measurement model of Christopher Price. After that, this paper
continuously considers some factors that could impact to MLRS such as age, gender, academic level, group of salary, purpose of
using account, source of funds and the total number of accounts in banking system of all observations of this paper. Using the
ordinary least squares, ordinary logistic regression and stepwise method, the regression can be employed for MLR of all valid
observations in four distinct categories of customers: Very High Risk Level, High Risk Level (HRL), Medium Risk Level (MRL)
and Low Risk Level (LRL). For the group of 76-100 risk score is belongs to the Very High Risk Level and High Risk Level with
the scale from 51 to 75, consisted of customers with large amount of cash and wire transactions, the occupation related to the
government organizations and also with the length of using services in the banking system under one year. The group of
respondents, who have a number of transactions in cash and wire with relative amounts, worked for some domestic or foreign
organizations as well as were customers of Vietnamese commercial banks for over one year to less than five years that is considered
as MRL group with the risk score of 41- 80. The last LRL is the lowest level of money laundering risk of customers with the small
amount of cash and wire payments, normal occupations and long relationships. Consequently, with the result of the regression
model, this paper probably generates an appropriate estimation of the money laundering risk for current Vietnamese conditions and
since then proposes some recommendations that probably useful and practical for Vietnamese commercial banking system.
➢ Key words: Money laundering risk score contribution, Money laundering risk determinants, Individual customers,
Christopher Price Framework, Vietnamese commercial banks.
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Money laundering risk measurement for customer was discussed in Christopher Price (2008). Customer Risk Assessment. Metavante Project –
Risk and Compliance Solutions.
2 HSBC Vietnam (2016). Knowledge bite of money laundering risk from customer. HSBC Money Laundering Risk Procedures.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the risks in the financial-banking industry, especially in a field of banking business, is the risk of money laundering.
It is always considered as the important issues, which have to be closely managed and controlled strictly. Moreover, for taking the
opportunity to participate in the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), the free-trade agreement (FTA) and especially becoming a
member of APEC will bring many great benefits for Vietnam. Vietnam will have the better chance to approach the modern
developing models and to infiltrate into powerful financial markets such as America, Australia, Canada, Singapore and etc. and
similar to other developing countries, to liberalize trade in the areas of service industry, to develop the national economy, to step
up more export as well as create more advantage conditions to expand and attract foreign investments. However, in comparison
with the financial strength of Vietnamese banking system with other members in the same area in specific as well as in the world
in general, there are still many limitations in banking. For example, the capital ratio is quite low, cash flow is not logical and many
inadequacies in the process of dealing with bad debt as well as the capability for risk management is not really effective.
Therefore, Vietnam will be able to become the country and a place where the latent risk of money laundering is likely to
emerge as international crime. When Vietnam starts to join and integrate transnational financial markets, the balance of international
payments and fund remittance be reduced, the laws on control and traffic restriction, exemption for tariffs or the extension of
international labor term and residency sources from other countries in the world to Vietnam. Inherently, the risk of money
laundering is one of the most important issues in most countries in the world because it has a strong negative influence on all aspects
of social and economic life. And, more importantly, it influences the defense and security of these countries, whether they’re
powerful financial countries or those that are in the process of recovery and development. According to the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), the value of global money laundering activities within a year would account for 2-5% of global GDP, with the value
of USD 1-2 trillion annually. Also, according to the UNODC report, in 2010, the money laundering rate was USD 1.6 trillion and
had an impact on global GDP of 2.7%. (Filippo and Maria, 2017)3
Through hypotheses and problems are mentioned above, there are a number of different research articles and applications that
emphasize the importance of estimating the risk of each country's money laundering and controlling the badly impact affected by
money laundering. First of all, the detrimental effects of money laundering on developing countries are increasing in crime and
corruption, undermining the financial system, reducing foreign investment, the economy and the private sector is weakened,
damaging both the economy and the privatization process, so it is necessary to enhance the effectiveness of anti-money laundering
so that to improve anti-crime and corruption, strengthen a consolidation of financial institutions and contribute to stimulate
economic development. (Brent L. Bartlett, 2012)4
In general, the quantification of money laundering risks is not always very urgent and worthwhile, but in the modern industrial
and developing financial economic times; identifying and establishing compatible procedures and techniques are probably promptly
and easily described or classified to share to the international anti-money laundering community, but the standard measurement and
management of money laundering risk is so delicate to accomplish and utilize, especially when the platforms and methods employed
by financial criminals are changing so rapidly and modern day by day and becoming more complicated. (Nardo, 2009)5
Recently, the global data of the tendency for financial crime is more internationally widen with the attempt of generating an
accurate estimation, however, even though a number of largely varied measurements have been sacrificed, none of them can be
thoroughly demonstrated. Moreover, the quantitative consequences that have been corrected and developed by anti-money
laundering regulations have not yet to be absolutely answered (Biagioli, 2008)6 and also no extensively approved estimate
methodology has yet been completed (Fleming, 2013)7
In summary, Vietnam in general and the Finance – Banking sector in particular are now working harder to continue
implementing and completing the plan on prevention of money laundering organized by FATF. In addition, Vietnam was also
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The largely important effect on some of different sectors of society and economy was discussed in Brent L. Bartlett (2012). The Negative Effects
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The method of measuring needed to be improved and innovated by Nardo, M. (2009). Building synergies between theory and practice countering
financial crime on systemic approach.
6 Biagioli, A. (2008). Finance crime as a threat to the wealth of nations: a cost-effectiveness approach.
7 Fleming, M.H. (2013). FSA’s scale and impact of financial crime project (phase 1): critical analysis.

promulgated by the National Assembly a number of anti-money laundering laws passed on 18/06/2012 and officially take effect
from 01/01/2013 in order to protect the country's political security and socio-economic situation to be always safe and potentially
developed. However, in order to ensure that objectives are accomplished as well as the relevance and usefulness of the provisions
and terms of the Law on money laundering in Vietnam are maximized, it is necessary to have more research basis papers for
assessing the situation and the current state of the money laundering risk in Vietnam in order to be able to continuously issue the
guidelines and recommendations that are consistent with the Vietnamese legal system and reality as well as to proceed with
international successful rules. This study will attempt to measure the risk of money laundering among clients in the commercial
banking system of Vietnam and provide an overview of the risk of money laundering and the causes leading to that risk; with t he
purpose of giving some recommendations for the Vietnamese banks to choose appropriate methods to ensure that the Bank's
operating system taking place in much safer way.
In detail, this study supports Vietnamese banks to find and monitor important indicators affecting their money laundering risk
situation; and thereby lead to improve in performance, increase profits as well as guarantee for their customer assets. This study
also suggests some specific solutions for Vietnamese commercial banks in order to choose find approaches to manage the MLR for
each group of customers.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 summarize literature about MLR; Methodology and data
description is mention in section 3; Section 4 show the calculating results of the money laundering risk from customers who are the
members of Vietnamese commercial banks; Conclusion and further research will be discussed in section 5.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 The framework for money laundering risk framework
Christopher Price (2008) estimated about the money laundering risk through the table of score contribution with three main
types of customer profiles comprised of geography, customers and products and services. Consequently, the customer risk
assessment study was taken the initiative from Christopher Price to give the researcher an overview about the process of measuring
the risk from customer with an assumed example and illustration, especially in individual customers that mainly based on the
identification, verification techniques and also the assessments from customers against globally suspicious payments and
transactions, financial criminals and a necessary database of politically exposed person (PEPs), also following the requirement of
segmented products and services and detailed customer acceptance processes to confirm the proximate risk level for each client
type. Thence, this research proceed estimating the risk point of money laundering activities from customer with the important
acceptance of three essential characteristics of geography, customers and products and services proposed by financials and
commercial banks that have been mentioned in several papers as FATF Report, 20128; Wolfsberg, 20069; Fassil and Hasan, 201110;
Lexis Nexis, 201211; National Money Laundering – Risk assessment 201512 and also HSBC Vietnam Money Laundering Procedures
201613, through defining and classifying the type of each customer, distinctive geographies and offered services respectively.
The FATF GUIDANCE 201314in Risk assessment for money laundering risk, this study mainly pointed out the general
principles for the money laundering risk assessment for all countries over the world. Based on the conditions of each country, the
development of government policies and supervisors, the power of law enforcement and relevant authorities, as well as the purpose
and scope for risk assessment, the adequate methodology was selected with different groups of observations and required
information. This paper was intended to support each country to classify, assess and clearly understand about money laundering
risk sector through the assessment process divided into three stages, comprising of identification, analysis and evaluation. In
summary, this guidance of FATF provide valuable and advisable input to help many competent authorities in general could enhance
their national anti-money laundering risk policies and lots of financial institutes or banks in particular to select an appropriate
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measurement based on each type and degree for mitigating and controlling the money laundering risk, however, the scope of
guidance is for global, it therefor may not be a useful reference for all countries in the world and there still not any evidence for its
application by quantitative statistics.
The work paper of Mauro Salvo, 2016 15 also presented about the risk- based approach which was another way to monitor
the influence of money laundering risk in the financial stability evidenced through the exchange-rate and currency market in Brazil
as a theoretical framework, including four stages of identifying the potential risk in the currency market, sizing and categorizing
the risk level and predicting for the damage of the risk, selecting the measurement for mitigating MLR and finally controlling and
evaluating the risk events. Because of the lack of full statistics, the model in this paper could not be completed, the risk based
approach was also recommended as a method for increasing the effectiveness for the fully collecting necessary information and
elements, that are, the performance of foreign currency in Brazil, the value of Brazilian currency, the regulations of the operation
of Brazilian exchange market, the situations of money laundering level of this country and also the transactions as well as locations
of clients. This paper gave a general judgment about Brazilian currency market and how the financial institutes got the better risk
management that could prevent the criminal citizens and organizations for enhancing the economic development in this country.
Once again, this paper was also not proven in the realistic case and probably adequate for the currency market in some countries
with the same positions like Brazil.
The relative score contribution of measuring the money laundering risk of banking customers is described in the table 3
below as the estimated value applied from possible risk factor results with its relative weights. The average weight of each risk
factor is determined by potential risk management decisions.
Table 3: The relative score contribution of measuring the money laundering risk from Christopher Price 2008
Risk Factor
Relative Risk Possible Results
Result Score
Factor Weight
Contribution
Country of Domicile
10%
Result 1 – United States
25
Non HIFCA/HIDTA
10%
Result 2 – FATF Members/Nations
50
Other than Result 3 and 4
10%
Result 3 – Nations Formerly on NCCT List within Past 3 75
years
10%
Result 4 – Nations Sponsoring Terror, Drug Trafficking, 100
and Weak AML Regimes, Offshore Tax Havens, U.S.
HIFCA/HIDTA
Cash Activity Volume
40%
Result 1 (10 – 100 USD)
25

Wire Activity Volume

Length of Relationship

PEP (Signer) –
Dominant Risk Item
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40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
10%
10%
10%
10%
Automatic
High risk
0%

Result 2 (101 – 1000 USD)
Result 3 (1001 – 10000 USD)
Result 4 (10001– 100000 USD)
Result 1 (10 – 100 USD)
Result 2 (101 – 1000 USD)
Result 3 (1001 – 10000 USD)
Result 4 (10001– 100000 USD)
Result 1 (> 5 years)
Result 2 (3 - 5 years)
Result 3 (1- 3 years)
Result 4 (0 – 11 months)
Result 1 - Yes
Result 2 - No

50
75
100
25
50
75
100
25
50
75
100
Automatic
High risk
0

Another risk-based approach for estimating the money laundering risks in the currency and exchange rate market was declared in the paper of
Mauro Salvo (2016). Money laundering as a threat to financial stability: a risk-based approach.

In the table 3, the collected data from each observation should be applied following the measure indicator of Christopher
framework and the distinct money laundering risk score could be generated for each customer.
Table 4: The risk score attribution scale of measuring the money laundering risk form Christopher Price 2008
Risk score attribution

Score Range

Very High

76-100

High Risk

51-75

Medium Risk

26-50

Low Risk

0-25

In the table 4, after calculating the money laundering risk score, based on the scale of the risk attribution, each customer
should be divided into each appropriate category in order to support for the analysis process of the determinants of money laundering
risk.
The above risk factors in Christopher Price framework is considered following:
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢

Country of Domicile factor – the purpose of this factor is investigating the geographic regions of banking customers,
the branch of banks frequently provided products and services for customer as well as the jurisdiction regime of
this areas.
Cash Activity Volume – quantified reply on the total amount of money that the customer use in cash quarterly
affecting to customer activities and provided services from banks.
Wire Activity Volume - quantified reply on the total amount of money that the customer use by transfer method
quarterly affecting to customer activities and provided services from banks.
Length of Relationship – the estimated value for the period of time that customer started using the banking products
and services
PEPs - with the full definition of politically exposed person is directly defined by the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) as “an individual who is or has been entrusted with a prominent public function”. With their social position
and strong power in the national political system, it is recognized that the money laundering risk for PEPs is
significantly high, related to some of predicate offences, comprising of including smuggling, corruption and bribery
and probably terrorist financing activities.

Nevertheless, the measurement of Christopher Price (2008) probably based on the estimation of the subjective identifications
and the hypothetical evidences are just mostly suitable for both individual or organization respondents who belong to all sectors
related to finance and banking, stay in various areas in many different countries. So this paper would not be completely applied
when the detailed example has not adapted and also been demonstrated in the realistic situations in case of each of country or
respondent has their own characteristics and even the necessary information not completely collected. For these observations and
presentations, in this paper, the hypothetical information has been adjusted following the HSBC money laundering risk assessment
in Vietnam published in 2016 to assure the utility of the respondent’s data is appropriate for the money laundering risk measurement
of Vietnamese citizens that emphasizing the importance of customer’s occupation types affecting to the level of money laundering
risk with the estimated scale of three categories of Standard, Medium and High risk level with relative scores. The statistics has
been collected the questionnaire but it is available for more various groups of the respondents who are customers of Vietnamese
banking system, and without graphical illustrations; so as to make our research appropriate to the realistic conditions in Vi etnam
concerning money laundering risk.
The relative score contribution of money laundering risk of banking customers is presented in the table 5 below as the estimated
value that has been adjusted following Vietnam conditions, also applied from possible risk factor results based on the Vietnamese
HSBC money laundering risk assessment with the addition risk factor of occupation type and its relative weight to make an
appropriate risk measurement for Vietnamese citizens; in generally the other factors is constant. The average weight of each risk
factor is determined by potential risk management decisions.

Table 5: The adjusted relative score contribution risk from Christopher Price 2008 and HSBC Vietnam procedure 2016 of
measuring the money laundering
Risk Factor
Occupation Type

Relative
Factor Weight
10%

Risk

10%
10%
10%
Cash Activity Volume

Wire Activity Volume

Length of Relationship

PEP (Signer) –
Dominant Risk Item

40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
10%
10%
10%
10%
Automatic
High risk
0%

Possible Results
Result 1 – Domestic private companies

Result
Score
Contribution
25

Result 2 – Joint-stock/ 100% capital investment
foreign organizations
Result 3 – Domestic Government companies

50

Result 4 – International Government/ Non –
Government Organizations
Result 1 (10 – 100 USD)

100

Result 2 (101 – 1000 USD)
Result 3 (1001 – 10000 USD)
Result 4 (10001– 100000 USD)
Result 1 (10 – 100 USD)
Result 2 (101 – 1000 USD)
Result 3 (1001 – 10000 USD)
Result 4 (10001– 100000 USD)
Result 1 (> 5 years)
Result 2 (3 - 5 years)
Result 3 (1- 3 years)
Result 4 (0 – 11 months)
Result 1 - Yes

50
75
100
25
50
75
100
25
50
75
100

75

25

Result 2 - No
Total Risk Score
The table 5 shows the measurement for the money laundering risk score from customers is appropriately adjusted based on
the measure indicator of Christopher framework and HSBC Vietnam money laundering procedures with the relative weights to
estimate the comparatively accurate score of each banking customer following Vietnamese situations.
In the conditions of the other factors are constant, the Occupation Type is replaced for Country of Domicile factor – the
purpose of this factor is concentrate on the occupation sector of each individual which has an effect on the money laundering
purpose and ability.

Table 6: The risk score attribution scale form Christopher Price 2008 and HSBC Vietnam procedure 2016 of measuring the
money laundering
Risk score attribution

Score Range

Very High

76-100

High Risk

51-75

Medium Risk

26-50

Low Risk

0-25

In the table 6, after calculating the money laundering risk score from the adjusted measurement, based on the scale of the
risk attribution, each customer should be divided again into four risk-level categories including Very High, High, Medium and Low
risk that is more suitable for Vietnam money laundering risk position compared to the other developed countries, such as: United
States, Euro zone, South Africa and some of countries belongs to FATF or relevant anti-money laundering international
organizations.

As a matter of the fact that there are still not any practical evidences or assumptions completely appropriate to the realist ic
situation. Hence, bringing the real statistics to the calculation of money laundering risk for customer is still a fully challenging and
difficult issue that has not been conducted in any previous papers. In this paper, the main objective is presenting a new outlook that
money laundering risk from customer would be recognized apparently based on the real-life data from a survey with four risk levels
of Very High, High, Medium and Low, also exploring the potential existence of money laundering risk in the Vietnamese banking
system.

●

Empirical evidences for determinants of money laundering risk

The guidance for managing money laundering risk from the Wolfsberg group, 2006 mentioned again the three main
categories commonly used to measure money laundering risk, including: country risk with the determination of the statement of
customer’s country whether it belongs to the list of high money laundering risk locations or not that regulated by FATF and some
international anti-money laundering organizations like World bank, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(“OECD”), and also the Egmont Group of Financial intelligence units; for customer risk that this guidance concentrated on the
significant level of customer’s assets frequently used for making transactions and payments with financial institutes with some
different types of high-risk customers and the other service factors basically related to the international banking services for both
individual or organization customers or the trading and delivery activities of metal as well as the length of relationship between
customers and banks. Moreover, the training and education of employees in banks and financial institutes is one of the most
important elements to prevent money laundering risk in the financial market with more attached external factors, comprising of the
level of regulations and laws, the effectiveness of anti-money laundering regime, national financial complexity and also the power
jurisdiction as well as the knowledgeable standards of regulatory authorities and lawful enforcements.
Santha and Mahendhiran, 200716 discussed about the external factors in some developing countries that had an effect on the
money laundering risk including national technology related to the development of international technological system, the quality
of citizen capital with the connection with knowledge of employees, the effectiveness of the legal framework that related to the
legal and regulatory system of each national economy, the ethical behavior of firms and individuals and the qualification of
innovation was from the development of new banking products and services. In details, the technology development and the
qualification of innovation factors had negative results to money laundering risk that meant the high technological environment and
the strong development of new products that improved as a protecting tool would prevent the approach of money laundering
criminals; moreover, the citizen capital, the effectiveness of the legal framework and the ethical behavior of national subject factors
had positive effects on MLR that implied the citizen capital, legal framework and also ethical behaviors of citizens in the developing
countries were still in low level and easy to be infiltrated by criminal activities compared to the developed countries.
These indicators were again presented in the study of Neha Parashar and his student group, 200817 with the similar purpose
of affecting to the money laundering risk and also similar variables, including technology, innovation and ethical behavior of firms
with the similar characteristic results with the Santha and Mahendhiran paper; and specially the addition of business and financial
sophistication factors, macroeconomic stability, higher education and training of human, and national auditing and reporting
standards. From the positive results of business sophistication, macroeconomic stability, education of citizens in developing
countries, and auditing and reporting standards proved that the financial market and standards became more complex and effective,
the money laundering risk would decrease. The last factor odd business sophistication had the positive effect with MLR because if
the operation of firms was complicated and the useful management could not be applied, it was easy to support for the money
laundering risk.
The another paper from Muhammad, 201418 also gave the general evidence about the effectiveness of anti-money laundering
regulations and discussed the determinants of money laundering risks belongs to individuals closely related to banking sector which
were the customer record keeping factor with all of the provided secrecy information from customer about profile, location, method
for transactions, the number of transactions and payments, as well as the funding source; with the next suspicious transaction
reporting factor was one of the most necessary element for commercial banks to prevent money laundering risk that including
process with four stages of checking account, asking customers about missing information, monitoring the previous transactions
and evaluating the risk level of customer to recognize the suspicious transitions; and the last employee trainee factor was the process
for enhancing employee’s knowledge, skills, behaviors as well as the ability to recognize the suspicious customers and transactions.
16

Santha Vaithilingam and Mahendhiran Nair (2007). Factors affecting money laundering: lesson for developing countries.
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18 Muhammad Usman Kemal (2014). Anti-money laundering regulations and its effectiveness. 421-425.
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In summary, the customer record keeping and suspicious transaction reporting had the positive impact and the negative result was
caused the employee training indicator.
The first Vietnamese research of Chat Le Nguyen, 201419 for this paper discussed the situation of money laundering risk in
Vietnam is mainly depended on the effectiveness of anti-money laundering risk regime with numerous domestic factors of GDP,
inflation rate, high criminal rate, the low power of economy, the reasonable banking management system, effi cient risk
measurement and loose legal system in tax as well, which are lack of some standards to adapt the international regime. Besides, the
money laundering risk also had the quite influence from citizen behavior indicators, with the low educational degree of the
population, it was simple for criminals to approach and implement laundering money and also about the average income was not
satisfied the demand of workers; it therefore leads them to undertake the criminal activities, specially related to money laundering.
For another study of Loan Thi Nguyen, 201620 that once again focused on the function of Vietnamese anti-money laundering
regulations, this paper was considered as the overview about the procedures of money laundering risk in Vietnam and generate the
appropriate solutions, but emphasize the method to recognize the MLR some of suspicious transactions and activities of customers
which is evidenced in statistics by surveying some of commercial banks in Vietnam; comprising of all the transactions with large
amount of investing planning or large amount in cash without original source, the international payments of currency and exchange
rate, the transactions without any economic benefits for customers, the observed customers in the investigating or litigious process
and in the international black lists of international anti-money laundering organizations, and the attitude of customers when
providing personal information or transactions. This paper proposed the solutions for preventing money laundering risk in Vietnam
that government should enhance the regulations following the international frameworks with supplementing some provisions about
the monitoring all suspicious transactions with large amount in cash of banking system as well as the requirement of annually
reporting of all commercial banks in Vietnam.
Following the money laundering risk paper of Fillippo and Maria, 201721, the authors continuously pointed out some of
external determinants had the significant impact on money laundering risk with the evidence from Italy, comprising of national
money laundering risk and conviction rate, shadow economy, the education rate, the development of technology, GPD growth,
corruption rate, gaming and gambling and incidence of mafia. The only two factors with the positive results for money laundering
risk were conviction rate and education rate that seemed to be similar with the results of Muhammad paper needed to be carefully
increased by relevant authorities as an efficient approach to prevent the money laundering risks. The other factors in this paper had
the negative results that would also be a useful reference for governance organs to improve the Italian financial market as well as
for the further research papers in Italy about money laundering risk.
The essential report from FATF in 2012 about the special elements for money laundering risk which was considered as a
supportive guidance with a relatively clear full lists of the determinants of money laundering risk, especially customer risk factors
related to money laundering from Peps, including the position of them in the political system, the purpose of using account in
banking system and the business relationship with some of economic factors involved, such as extractive industries, national GDP
growth rate, the absorption from governance activities with huge infrastructure projects, human health activities and also human
capital. Each of relevant factors was evidenced by realistic case studies in different countries. Similarly, as mentioned in FATF
guidance in 2013 related to the national money laundering risk assessment, the indicators affecting to the money laundering risk
was apparently pointed out with the division into five groups of political, economic, social, technological, environmental and
geographical, and legislative factors.
Based on literature review above, the determinants of money laundering risk are basically divided into two groups as internal
and external indicators. The internal determinants are mainly presented for. On the other hand, the external determinants are focused
on the development of technologies, GDP growth rate, business and financial sophistication factors, macroeconomic stability,
higher education and training of human, and national auditing and reporting standards, and etc. Almost all of above studies
frequently discussed about the determinants for both individual and organization customers and also depended on the adequate
situation of each mentioned country. In addition, the internal factors of money laundering risk from customers are probably simply
changing and adjusting that to be more correlative with the risk measurement. Therefore, this paper just only concentrates on the
relationship between the internal indicators, including: customer’s group of income, age, gender, occupation, marital status,
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academic level, source of funds, purpose of using service, methods of transactions, the number of accounts in Vietnamese banking
system and etc., and money laundering risk without the control of external indicators because of its lack of full database and large
vulnerability in marketable statistics. These determinate relationships are probably appropriate and relevant to the context of
Vietnam throughout this paper.

3. DATA AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Conceptual Framework
Following the literature review, the Christopher Price (2008) measurement combined with the HSBC Vietnam risk procedures
2016 mentioned in literature review for MLR is selected with four main elements, comprising of occupation type, cash volume,
wire volume and length of using banking services. This paper also examines the internal determinants of MLR including group of
age, gender, marital status, education level, position and sector of occupation, group of income, type of account, purpose of using
account, source of funds, level of assets, transaction method. The dependent and independent variables are presented and illustrated
in the conceptual framework sector as in figure 2 below:

Group of age
Gender
Status
Academic level

High Risk

Occupation position

Medium Risk
Money
Laundering
Risk

Group of occupation
Group of salary

Low Risk

Purpose of account
Type of account
Source of funds
Christopher Price Framework (2008)

Transaction method

HSBC Vietnam MLR Procedures (2016)

Number of account

Figure 3: Conceptual framework for money laundering risk

3.2 Data description:
The further descriptive information of this paper statistics from the collective respondents is shown in the two table below:
Table 7: The description of qualitative variables
Qualitative variables
Illustration
THE GROUP OF AGE
Under 18
18 - 45
46 - 55

Percentage (%)
Symbol
AGEGROUP
0
70,4
23,2

56 - 65
66-75
Over 75
GENDER
Male
Female
STATUS
Single
Married
Divorced
Different status
ACADEMIC LEVEL
Universalizing
High school diploma
Junior college
Associate’s Degree
Bachelor's degree
Master/ PHD degree
Different academic level
EMPLOYMENT MODEL
Domestic private company
Joint-venture foreign company
100% investment capital foreign company
Domestic state-owned company
Domestic non-profit government organization
International non-profit government organization
Different employment model
OCCUPATION POSITION
Intern/ Trainee/ Part-time employee

5,4
1
0
GENDER
36,5
63,5
STATUS
53,2
45,3
1,5
0
ACALEVEL
0,5
6,9
28,1
7,4
46,8
10,3
0
EMPL.MODEL
45,8
15,3
19,2
13,3
3,4
2,0
1,0
POSITION
4,4
53,7
26,1
11,8
3,0
1,0
0

Full-time employee
Chief department
Senior Manager
Director
Member of board of directors
Different occupation position
THE GROUP OF JOB
The sector of Communist Party, Government, Union and relevant organs
or authorities
The sector of law and control
The sector of economy, finance & banking, financial application,
accounting, insurance, remittance and commercial investment
The sector of medical, science and education

JOBGROUP
5,9
6,9
36,0
12,8
7,4
26,6
4,4

The sector of agriculture, forestry and fishery
The sector of servicing, technology and engineering
The sector of art, culture and entertainment
Different sector
THE GROUP OF SALARY

0
SALGROUP

Less than or equal VND 5 million

12,3
38,4
26,6

Over 5 to VND 10 million
Over 10 to VND 18 million
Over 18 to VND 32 million
Over 32 to VND 52 million
Over 52 to VND 80 million
Over VND 80 million
THE TYPES OF BANKING ACCOUNT
Credit account

16,3
3,4
3,0
0
ACCTYPE
1,5
57,1
30,0
4,4
6,9

Domestic/ International payment account
Savings account
Business account
Foreign investment account
THE PURPOSE OF USING ACCOUNT
Receiving salary
Savings
Business and Investment
Personal and credit card payment
Money transfer for abroad student
Receiving funds oversea from relatives
Different purpose of using account

PURPOSE

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Basic salary, commission and allowance
Retirement pension
Family allowance
Personal savings
Profits from business and investment
Compensation from insurance/ inheritance
Different source of funds

SOF

METHOD OF TRANSACTIONS
Cash deposit
Funds from the third party
Domestic transactions
International transactions
Different method of transactions

METHOD

MONEY LAUNDERING RISK CATEGORIES
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
VERY HIGH

MLRC

40,4
25,1
15,8
17,7
1,0
0
0
63,1
3,0
2,0
22,2
9,9
0
0
30,5
3,9
58,1
7,4
0
7,9
71,4
20,7
0
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Quantitative variables
Illustration

Symbol

Total assets (VND)
Total quarter net income (VND)
The period time of starting using
banking services
(YEARS)
The probability of net income using for
banks in cash (%)
The total amount of money using for
banks in cash (VND)
The total transactions in cash
(Times)
The probability of net income using for
banking services and products in wire
(%)
The total amount of money using for
banks in wire (VND)
The total transactions in wire
(Times)
The total accounts in banking system.
(Times)
The money laundering risk score of
respondents. (Score)

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

TTLASSET

20,000,000

1,800,000,000

209,000,000

NETINCOME

5,000,000

207,000,000

28,912,808

LENGTH

1,0

20,0

5,872

PROCASH

0,0

1,0

0,43

CASHAMOUNT

0,0

160,800,000

12,934,261

CASHTRANS

0,0

12,0

3,00

0,0

1,0

0,573

0,0

140,000,000

15,647,512

0,0

15,0

3,0

1,0

6,0

3,0

25,0

70,0

44,0

PROWIRE
WIREAMOUNT
WIRETRANS
NOACC
MLRS

3.3 Variables selection
Besides the cross-section regression techniques were applied to analyze and determine the appropriate determinants for the
regression model of money laundering risk., this paper also employed the stepwise regression including forward selection with the
addition and backward elimination with the subtraction of the independent explanatory variables following some of previous
specified criterion to select again the most actually useful variables that supporting for identifying more undetectable influences as
well as making the model more practical and effective.
To accomplish this objective, this paper implement forward, backward and stepwise selection for almost all the collected
independent variables to choose the independent variables with the significance of 10%.

3.4 Linear Regression model
Following the variable selection, this study also run the multiple linear regression models to determine the relationship
between money laundering risk and its determinants. The general regression model for money laundering risk is presented below:
MLRS = 𝜷𝟏 + 𝜷𝟐 𝑨𝑮𝑬𝑮𝑹𝑶𝑼𝑷 + 𝜷𝟑 𝑮𝑬𝑵𝑫𝑬𝑹 + 𝜷𝟒 𝑺𝑻𝑨𝑻𝑼𝑺 + 𝜷𝟓 𝑨𝑪𝑨𝑳𝑬𝑽𝑬𝑳
+ 𝜷𝟔 𝑷𝑶𝑺𝑰𝑻𝑰𝑶𝑵 + 𝜷𝟕 𝑱𝑶𝑩𝑮𝑹𝑶𝑼𝑷 + 𝜷𝟖 𝑺𝑨𝑳𝑮𝑹𝑶𝑼𝑷 + 𝜷𝟗 𝑨𝑪𝑪𝑻𝒀𝑷𝑬
+ 𝜷𝟏𝟎 𝑷𝑼𝑹𝑷𝑶𝑺𝑬 + 𝜷𝟏𝟏 𝑺𝑶𝑭 + 𝜷𝟏𝟐 𝑴𝑬𝑻𝑯𝑶𝑫 + 𝜷𝟏𝟑 𝑵𝑶𝑨𝑪𝑪 + 𝝁_𝒊
Equation 1: Regression model of MLR and its determinants
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Source from the collective statistics of this paper

3.5 Logistic regression model
After using the Linear regression from general model of money laundering risk, this paper also applied the logistic regression
model because of its concordance in statistics for covering all of the cases of categorical dependent variable that was homological
with the categories of Very High, High, Medium and Low MLR customer in this paper.
The logistic regression was widely applied in many various fields, including medical, education, machine learning, social
sciences and etc. The function of this method is to estimate the probability for many different predictors or independent variables
with the purpose of generating more accurate conclusions about the effected value and significance to the dependent variable.
The evolved percentage of the different independent variables as well as risk factors would change the probability of a given
outcome with respectively specific percentage. The logistic regression was divided into two fields of multinomial logistic
regression where the independent risk factors analyzed with more than two different outcome categories and ordinal logistic
regression that the variables evaluated in the ordered multiple categories.
3.5.1

Multinomial Logistic Regression
Multinomial logistic regression approach is a different form of logistic regression when the nominal value of a dependent
indicator is identified with more than two levels. This model is used for describing the collective data and also analyzes the
relationship between one dependent variable and one or many consecutive independent predictors with the assumption of the
nominal variable that has no intrinsic ordering. In this model, it is assumed that the log-odds off each response following the
formula shown below:
log 𝜋𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑖𝑗 =
= 𝛼𝑗 + 𝑥𝑗 𝛽𝑗
𝜋𝑖𝐽
Equation 2: Multinomial regression model formula of all independent determinants
Where 𝛼𝑗 is constant and 𝛽𝑗 is a vector of regression coefficients for 𝑗 = 1,2,... and 𝐽-1 category. This model is considered
as a logistic regression model with the different form of Linear regression model, except that the probability distribution is
multinomial based on each category of the observations for the 𝐽-1 level instead of binomial or less. The 𝐽-1 multinomial logistic
equation contrast each off categories 1,2,... 𝐽-1 of the ordinal J category, whereas the single logistic regression is in a contrast
between successes and failures. If 𝐽 = 2, the multinomial logistic regression model reduces the Linear regression or the usual
logistic regression model.

3.5.2

Ordinal Logistic Regression
Ordinal logistic regression or the proportional odds model is considered as another extension of binomial logistic
regression that is also used to predict the interaction of the ordered multiple categories or levels from the dependent
variable and one or more independent factors. This model helps to cover and observe more faithfully with a natural order
in the variable categories in general model. The ordinal logistic regression models the cumulative probability P( γ= j,
𝑋𝑗 ) as the logistic function with the given 𝑋 ∈ 𝑅𝑛𝑥𝑝 input data and 𝑌 ∈ 𝑁 𝑛 target values. For simplicity, it is assumed
that 𝛾 is a non-decreasing vector, that is, 𝛾1 ≤ 𝛾2 ≤ … Where 𝜔, 𝜃 are vectors to be estimated from the data and ∅(𝑡) =
1
1+𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑡)

𝐏( 𝜸 = 𝒋, 𝑿𝒋 ) = ∅(𝜽𝒋 + 𝝎𝑻 𝑿𝒊 ) =

𝟏
𝟏 + 𝒆𝒙𝒑 (𝝎𝑻 𝑿𝒊 − 𝜽𝒋 )

Equation 3: Ordinal regression model formula of all independent determinants

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
4.1 Variable selection:
Before analyzing the impact of some factors to the money laundering risk, this paper alternately applied for all determinants
in three approaches of forward selection, backward elimination and stepwise regression to determine the most efficient variables
for the general regression of money laundering risk.
The impact of following independent variables from forward selection is shown in table 9:
Table 9: Regression results of the impact of independent variables of forward selection step by step with the 10%
significance
Independent
Model forward selection step by step
Variables
AGEGROUP

***

***

***

**

**

**

**

**

***

***

***

GENDER

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

STATUS
ACALEVEL

*

*

**

**

POSITION
JOBGROUP
SALGROUP
ACCTYPE
PURPOSE

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

SOF

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

**

**

*

**

**

**

**

*

**

**

**

METHOD
NOACC

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
The impact of following independent variables from backward elimination is presented in table 10:
Table 10: Regression results of the impact of independent variables from stepwise backward elimination
Independent
Model backward elimination step by step
Variables
AGEGROUP

**

***

***

***

***

***

***

**

**

**

**

GENDER

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

*

**

*

*

*

*

*

STATUS
ACALEVEL
POSITION
JOBGROUP

SALGROUP

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

PURPOSE

**

**

**

*

**

**

**

**

**

**

**

SOF

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

*

*

*

**

**

**

**

*

*

*

*

ACCTYPE

METHOD
NOACC

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
The impact of following independent variables from the stepwise regression is presented in table 11:
Table 11: Regression results of the impact of independent variables from stepwise regression
Stepwise model with the 10%
Stepwise model with the 10%
Independent Variables
significance of forward selection
significance of forward selection
AGEGROUP

***

**

GENDER

***

***

STATUS
ACALEVEL

*

POSITION
JOBGROUP
SALGROUP

**

ACCTYPE
PURPOSE

**

**

SOF

***

***

**

*

METHOD
NOACC

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Based on the results of three approaches of forward selection, backward elimination and stepwise regression analysis
shown in table 9, 10 and 11 for the respondents in the categories of High, Medium and Low Risk Level, it is accessible to
evaluate the determinants of money laundering risk, comprising of the respondent’s group of age, gender, academic level,
the group of salary, purpose of using account, source of funds and method of transactions in Vietnamese banking system.
4.2 Linear Regression:
The Linear regression result of the selected independent variables to money laundering risk is clearly shown in table
13 with the significance relatively:
Table 13: Linear regression results for the impact of independent variables to Money Laundering Risk

Independent variables

Coefficient

AGEGROUP
GENDER
ACALEVEL
SALGROUP
PURPOSE
SOF
NOACC
The number of observations

.1394148 **
.2193232 ***
-.0564223 *
-.0764511 **
.0662384 **
.0816889 ***
.0439465 *
203

Breusch-pagan-godfrey Test

Yes

White Test
Durbin-waston Test

Yes
Yes

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Following the results of general regression analysis for money laundering risk shown in table 10 for all respondents, the
determinants of money laundering risk are identified to be actually related to the respondent’s group of age, gender, academic
level, the group of salary, purpose of using account, source of funds and their method of transactions and definitely the model
of this paper could be rewrite:
MLRS = .7206 + .1394 AGEGROUP + .2193 GENDER + (-.0564) ACALEVEL + (-.0764) SALGROUP + .0662
PURPOSE + .0817 SOF + .0439 NOACC
The positive correlation between the respondent’s group of age (AGEGROUP) and MLR indicated that the higher level
of age group the respondents are, the higher money laundering risk occurred in the financial market. Besides, the total accounts
of respondents in banking system probably raise the risk of money laundering activities through the positive result of the
account variable (NOACC) and MLR. The negative correlation between money laundering risk with the respondent’s group
of salary (SALGROUP) and academic level (ACLEVEL) implied that the lower amount of money the respondents earn and
lower academic level they were, the higher degree money laundering risk could occur that mentioned and evidenced in some
previous papers of the Wolfsberg, 2006; Sathan and Mahendhiran, 2007; Muhammaz, 2014 and Filippo and Maria, 2017.
Besides, the factors of the gender (GENDER), source of funds (SOF) and the purpose of using accounts (PURPOSE) of
respondents would also have the impact on money laundering risk.
4.3 Multinomial logistic regression model:
The multinomial logistic regression result with the Coefficient for the selected independent variables to money laundering
risk is clearly presented in table 14 with estimated value relatively:
Table 14: Multinomial regression results for the Coefficient of independent variables to Money Laundering Risk
Independent variables

Coefficient

AGEGROUP
GENDER
ACALEVEL
SALGROUP
PURPOSE
SOF
NOACC

0.1554388
0.6254571
- 0.2088213
-0.4026925
0.4204958
0.2239123
0.3345657

The number of observations

203

Following the summary output of multinomial regression of independent variables to money laundering risk with respective
coefficient values, some identifications could be presented in detailed with the arithmetic way.
A one-unit increase in changing the group of age if being in the older status of respondent increase the log odds of MLR
by 0.16
A one-unit increase in changing the gender, compared man to women, the log odds of MLR will increase by 0.63
On the other hand, a one-unit increase in the growth of the academic levels from respondents if moving from lower to
higher education decline the log odds of MLR by 0.20
Moreover, the growth in the salary groups of respondents increase one unit if moving from low to high salary will reduce
the log odds of MLR by 0.40
A changing in varying the purposes of using account of respondents will raise the log odds of MLR by 0.42
The transmit among the categories of source of funds of respondents from usual salary and savings to business or
investment profits will multiple the log odds of MLR by 0.22
A one-unit enhance in the number of accounts of respondents if moving from “few” to “numerous” increase the log odds
of MLR by 0.34
4.4 Ordinal logistic regression model:
The ordinal logistic regression result with the Coefficient for the selected independent variables to money laundering risk
is clearly presented in table 15 with value calculated relatively:
Table 15: Ordinal regression results for the Coefficient of independent variables to Money Laundering Risk
Independent variables

Coefficient

AGEGROUP

0.2828000

GENDER

0.7119974

ACALEVEL

- 0.4651749

SALGROUP

-0.2652104

PURPOSE

0.0128210

SOF

0.1053981

NOACC

1.6483444

The number of observations

203

Following the summary output of ordinal regression of independent variables to money laundering risk with respective
coefficient values, some of identification could be presented in detailed with the arithmetic way.
The modification in the group of age from young to old, the odds of MLR of Low, Medium, High and Very High level is
0.28 greater.
A changing in the gender of respondents, compared man to women, the odds of MLR if moving from Low to High is 0.71
times greater.
In contrast, a one-unit increase in the growth of the academic levels from respondents if moving from lower to higher
education decreases the odds of MLR by 0.47 times.
Moreover, the growth in the salary groups of respondents if moving from lower to higher salary will reduce the odds of
MLR by 0.403 times.
A changing in the purposes of using account of respondents if moving from receiving salary from the employment to
making business and investment activities will raise the odds of MLR by 0.01 times.
The commutation in source of funds of respondents moving from basic savings and salary to the profits from business and
investment activities, the log odds of MLR from lower to higher risk level multiples 0.11 times.
A one-unit promotion in changing the number of accounts of respondents if moving from “few” to “numerous” increases
the odds of MLR by 1.65 times.

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Extending the method of Christopher Price (2008), the estimation of money laundering risk score, this study apply the
developed version with the additional element of occupation types of customers from HSBC money laundering risk procedures
(2016) based on the practical situation of Vietnam’s citizens in the South East region. This study opens new generalizations
which could be different from the considerations in some previous papers but reasonable in the current situation of Vietnam.
The higher respondent’s group of age would lead to the higher money laundering risk occurred in the financial market; when
the customers became older, they would have more experience and knowledge about the financial and banking market to
implement some of criminal activities, especially money laundering risk. Based on the statistics of World Bank, in 2015, Vietnam
was one of the countries that had a the rapidest growth rate by 14% in the changing of labor force that was becoming older and
older; as well as from the prediction of United Nations, in some next years, Vietnam would approach the 18% probability of old
citizens in the total population structure that caused many influences on the development of risk controlling mechanism in the
Vietnamese society and economy in general and on financial banking market in specific. The negative relationship between
money laundering risk and the respondent’s group of salary as well as the academic level indicated that the lower amount of
money the respondents earn and lower academic level they were, the higher degree money laundering risk was that has been
mentioned and evidenced in some previous papers of the Wolfsberg, 2006; Sathan and Mahendhiran, 2007; Muhammaz, 2014
and Filippo and Maria, 2017.
This result would make sense with the Vietnam situation. As a matter of fact, Vietnam is still a developing country,
especially the banking system and regulations have not been completed and assured, as well as the conditions of education and
social life are still remarkably low. Therefore, the money laundering risk in this country is still high with the more and more
complicated tendency that is declared with the statistics of 71,4% Medium and even 20,7% High risk level for 203 Vietnamese
observations in this paper. Besides, the variables of gender, source of funds and purpose of using accounts may also influence
on money laundering risk. On the other hand, compared to the probability of women, men had a higher tendency of implementing
the money laundering activities. The more total accounts in the banking system the respondents had, the higher money laundering
risk level they were, if the customers have lots of accounts in different commercial banks and get acquainted with using the
banking services and products, it was easier for them to execute the money laundering activities through their wide network i n
making transactions and payments. Besides, the source of funds and purpose of using account simultaneously had a positive
effect on the money laundering risk; the difference among these factors is for the high risk customer was evaluated by the source
of funds mainly from the financial profits with the purpose of doing business and investment activities. In contrast, the low and
medium risk level was belong to the group of customers that basically depended on saving and receiving salary purpose with the
source of funds from personal income and savings.
With the high risk level group of customers, the policy of accepting and recognizing customer would be closely checked
when opening the accounts regarding to the amount of funds that customers use for banking products and services and the original
source of this funds with all relevant legitimate evidences collected; depending on each group of customer’ salary and academic
level would lead to the ability for executing the money laundering activities. The customers of this groups must be constantly
monitored in all the transactions, especially in international payments; and definitely if any suspicious transactions with large
amount of money explored, the alter needs to be reported and the customer due diligence process would be implemented for all
previous information of customers. Besides, for the group of medium and low risk customers, only the knowing customer process
is simply applied, the necessary information from customer is collected one time when opening account with the source of funds
and purpose of using this account as well as the transactions and payments of these customers would be checked and reviewed
annually. If the suspicious abruptly appeared and any information about their occupation, salary group, source of funds and etc.,
the risk level would be estimated again following their current position and the appropriate risk managing procedure is also
selected and applied23.
Further research will focus on getting larger data of deep surveys and more on the activities of account to verify the accuracy
of suggested models. More categorical data of bank’s customer should also be gather to complement on the explainable of models.
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Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2014). Sound management of risks related to money laundering and financing of terrori sm.
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